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The NA48 experiment for a precision measurement of the CP violation parameter e ' / E  in K ° ~ 2w decays will require a fast 
electromagnetic calorimeter with excellent energy and time resolution. A quasi homogeneous calorimeter using liquid krypton and 
a fast readout with 40 MHz FADCs is proposed. A prototype with 400 kg of liquid krypton was built and tested in an electron 
beam. Results for the energy, space and time resolution of this prototype are given. 

1. Introduction 

1.1. The NA48 experiment 

The  objective of the NA48 exper iment  [1] is a 
precision m e a s u r e m e n t  of the  CP violat ion p a r a m e t e r  
e ' / ¢  in K ° ~ 2rr decays to an accuracy of 2 × 10 -4. A 
measure  for the  CP violat ion is the  double  rat io  R: 

F ( K  n ~ 2 7  °) / F ( K L  -~ ,rr +,rr - ) 
R 

F ( K  s ~ 2,rr °) / F ( K s  ~ ,rr+,rr ) 

= 1 - 6 R e ( e ' / e ) .  

i Permanent address: SLAC, Stanford CA, USA. 
* Supported by Bundesministerium fiir Forschung und Tech- 

nologie under contract 055Si74. 

Recen t  prel iminary results  for R e ( ~ ' / e ) ,  p resen ted  at 
the  L P - H E P  1991 Confe rence  in Geneva,  are 

C E R N ,  NA31: (2.3 +_ 0.7) × 10 3 (see ref. [2]), 
FNAL,  E731: (0.60 + 0.69) × 10-3(see ref. [3]). 

NA48 is p l anned  to run  with at least  ten t imes the  
beam intensity and  event  rates  as compared  to NA31 
to reduce  statistical errors.  Systematic uncer ta in t ies  
will also be  reduced  by a factor  of three.  

The  main  features  of NA48 include the  concur ren t  
de tec t ion of all four re levant  decay modes  (K L 
rr+w , K L ~ 2w °, K s ~ "rr+'rr - and  K s --, 2~r°), the  
use of a lmost  col l inear  K L and  K s beams  dis t inguished 
by tagging the  K s producing  proton,  a magnet ic  spec- 
t romete r  to measure  the  charged  decays (-rr +, -rr-), a 
fast l iquid krypton ca lor imeter  to detec t  the pho tons  
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Fig. 1. Proposed cell structure of the octagonal NA48 LKr 
calorimeter. The central beam hole is to allow undecayed 

particles to pass through the calorimeter. 

from ~r ~) decays, a 40 MHz flash A D C  readout ,  and a 
fully pipel ined trigger. 

Table 1 
Physical properties of LAr, LKr, and LXe 

LAr LKr LXe 

Z 18 36 54 
A 40.0 83.8 131.3 
Density [g/cm3], at 1 bar 1.39 2.41 3.06 
T (boiling point) [K], at 1 bar 87.3 1 1 9 . 8  165.1 
T (triple point) [K] 83.8 116.0 161.4 
Pliquid/Pgas (gas at 15 K, 1 bar) 835 688 550 
Dielectric constant E, 1.5 1.7 2.0 
Radiation length X 0 [cm] 14.0 4.76 2.77 
Nuclear interaction length [cm] 84 60 55 
Moli~re radius R M [cm] 7.2 4.7 4.2 
lonisation energy (eV/pair)  23.3 20.5 15.6 
e -  drift velocity (mm/~s)  [10,11] 

at 1 kV/cm 2 3 2 
at 5 kV/cm 3.5 4 2.5 

Critical energy E~ [MeV] 41.7 21.5 14.5 
Radioactivity [Bq/cm 3] - 400 - 

1.2. The liquid krypton calorimeter 2 .  T h e  p r o t o t y p e  c a l o r i m e t e r  

A fast e lec t romagnet ic  ca lor imeter  with an excellent 
energy resolut ion is requi red  to detect  the neut ra l  
KL, s --, 2~r ° decays and to reduce  the neut ra l  Kt.  ~ 3~r ° 
background  (expected single ra te  is about  1 MHz).  The 
useful pho ton  energy range  will be be tween  2 and  100 
G e V  with an average of about  25 GeV.  The  energy 
resolut ion a imed for is 

cr 3% 0.03 
- -  = - -  ¢ 0 . 5 %  • - - ,  
E ~ -  E 

where ¢ denotes  addi t ion in quadra tu re  and E is 
given in GeV.  

The  t ime resolut ion should be be t t e r  than  1 ns and  
the space resolut ion should be be t t e r  than  1 mm. The  
two pho ton  separa t ion  should be be t t e r  than 4 cm. 

To achieve these  design goals a liquid krypton 
ca lor imeter  is p roposed  with a 2 x 2 cm 2 tower read-  
out  s t ruc ture  (see fig. 1) with the  towers parallel  to the  
beam. Al toge the r  there  will be about  13500 towers. 
This segmenta t ion  ensures  high rate capability, good 
space resolut ion and two pho ton  separat ion.  The  use 
of liquid krypton as conver te r  in a quasi homogeneous  
active s t ructure  ( the only o the r  mater ia l  be ing  thin 
readout  e lect rodes)  ensures  low sampling f luctuat ions 
as needed  for the energy resolut ion required (see table 
1). The  total  volume of liquid krypton will be about  8 
m 3. High speed readou t  of the  de tec tor  signals is 
possible owing to low capaci tance de tec tor  cells of less 
than 100 pF. The  preampli f iers  are placed in the liquid 
to provide short  connect ions.  Initial cur ren t  readout  
t echnique  will be  used with a pulse shaping of 100 ns 
F W H M .  The  total  e lectron-dr i f t  t ime across the one 
cen t imet re  gap be tween  electrodes  is about  2.5 ~s. 

A prototype liquid krypton ca lor imeter  with a diam- 
eter  of 39 cm and 140 cm dep th  cor responding  to 
about  400 kg (170 1) krypton was built  for a test in an 
e lectron beam,  the H4 beaml ine  of the CERN-SPS.  
The  active volume (see fig. 2) is 32 cm in d iamete r  and  
120 cm long allowing measu remen t s  of e lec t romagnet ic  
showers over three  Moli~re radii from the cent re  and  
26 radia t ion lengths in dep th  [4]. 

2.1. Readout  structure 

The prototype ca lor imeter  consists of 184 towers 
or iented  parallel  to the  b e a m  axis. The  tower size is 
2 x 2 cmz x 120 cm. The readou t  s t ructure  is built  of 
flat Kapton  foils of 125 I~m thickness.  The  dis tance 
be tween  foils is 1 cm. The  foils are s t reched in the  
beam direct ion with a tension of about  2 k g / c m .  Cop- 
per  strips, 18 ~ m  thick, 19 mm wide and  separa ted  by 

Fig. 2. Sketch of the tower structure of the NA48 prototype 
calorimeter. There are 184 towers with a size of 2 × 2 cm 2 × 120 

cm.  
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Fig. 3. Scheme of the readout structure of one 2 x 2 cm ~ cell. 
A cell is defined by four copper strips placed on three 

different foils. 

1 ram, are glued on each side of the foils. The thick- 
ness of  the glue is about 20 ~xm. A tower cell is defined 
(see fig. 3) by four copper strips placed on three 
different Kapton foils. An alternating high voltage 
scheme is used to avoid high voltage coupling capaci- 
tors and triple layer boards. 

Kapton foil samples were tested with high voltage 
both in air at room temperature  and in liquid argon. 
The 125 ixm foils sustained 10 kV in liquid argon for 
more than a month without breakdown. Before assem- 
bly all foils of the prototype were tested at 10 kV in a 
nitrogen atmosphere with a relative humidity below 
40%. No problems were observed. 

2.2. Readout  electronics 

The amplifier chain of the readout  electronics is 
shown in fig. 4. A current pulse read out from the 
calorimeter  has a fast rising edge of a few nanosec- 
onds, the total pulse length is expected to be about 2.5 
I~s (see fig. 5a). The  detector  capacity is about 80 pF 
per  cell, with 30 pF cross capacitance to each neigh- 
bouring cell within a gap. The charge sensitive pream- 
plifiers are based on a BNL design (Radeka et al.) for 
RD3 [5]. They are placed in the liquid to achieve small 

CF=22pF 
RF=300k~ 

cold warm 

Fig. 4. Readout amplifier chain consisting of the calorimeter 
cell (CD) , preamplifier (PA), shaping amplifier and three 

ADCs. 
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Fig. 5. Typical pulse shape for uniform ionisation across the 
gap; (a) current pulse into the preamplifier, (b) output signal 

of the preamplifier, (c) output pulse of the shaper. 

inductance leads and therefore fast readout.  The de- 
sign value for the equivalent preamplifier noise is 5 
MeV. The transfer time of the charge from the detec- 
tor to the preamplifier is about 5 ns. The preamplifier 
has a rise time of about 20 ns and a decay time 
constant of 6.6 ~xs. The preamplifier signals (fig. 5b) 
are fed via four metre  long twisted pair cables to the 
shaper circuits. 

The shaper provides two differentiation and four 
integration stages [6]. The input is ac-coupled. The 
shaper transformes the preamplified signals to pulses 
(see fig. 5c) with 100 ns width (at 50%), a rise time (10 
to 90%) of 50 ns, a fall t ime of 80 ns (90 to 10%) and a 
negative undershoot with an amplitude of 6% of the 
peak value. The total pulse length is determined by the 
charge collection time in the detector, i.e. 2.5 ~zs. 

All shapers have three outputs. One was used for 
LeCroy peak sensing ADCs  (LRS 2281, 12 bit resolu- 
tion), one for nonlinear Struck FADCs  (Struck DL350, 
8 bit resolution, 10 bit dynamic range, 80 MHz) and 
one for trigger tests [7], using a linear 8 bit, 200 MHz 
FADC.  The ADCs  were read out via CAMAC.  

2.3. Calibration system 

The schematic of the calibration system is shown in 
fig. 6. A fast D M O S  F E T  is used to form the fast rising 
edge of the reference pulses. The decay time constant 
of about 2 ~xs was chosen by an appropriate RC-circuit  
in order  to simulate the initial response of a 2.5 ixs 
triangular current signal. A dc calibration voltage de- 

IX. CALORIMETRY SYSTEMS 
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Fig. 6. Schematic of the calibration system. A fast DMOS 
FET is used to form the fast rising edge of the reference 

pulse, the decay time constant is 2 ~s. 

fines the height of the calibration pulses, which are fed 
to the preamplif ier  via a calibration capacitance of 20 
pF. All capacitances and resistances of the calibration 
system were measured at room temperature  and at 
liquid nitrogen temperature.  They are known to bet ter  
than 1% [8]. 
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Fig. 7. Average transverse shower profile of 120 GeV elec- 
trons, On average, 30% of the total shower energy was de- 

posited in the central cell. 

3. The prototype test 

3.1. Setup of  the prototype test 

The prototype calorimeter  was exposed to an elec- 
tron beam (H4 beam at the CERN-SPS)  with energies 
between 15 and 120 GeV. During the data taking the 
calorimeter was operated at high voltages up to +2.5 
kV. The electron lifetime in liquid krypton, which was 
measured to be about 70 Ixs before the filling, deterio- 
rated substantially after filling the calorimeter.  It is 
believed that this defect was due to remnants of the 
agents used in the final cleaning of the Kapton foils 
and to o ther  materials. 

3.2. Results from the prototype test 

The average shower profile of 120 GeV electrons is 
shown in fig, 7. On average, about 30% of the total 
shower energy was deposited in the central cell. 

3.2.1. Energy resolution 
The energy resolution of the prototype calorimeter 

resulted from data measured with the LeCroy peak 
sensing ADCs.  The calibrated ADC-response  was 
summed over 7 x 7 cells. The energy resolution of  the 
calorimeter  as a function of the beam energy is shown 
in fig. 8. We obtained the following energy resolution 
[9]: 

cr 4.4% 0.21 
~= ~_ +0.7%+---/- 

The electronic noise of the 49 ceils was 210 MeV. 
This was substantially larger than expected, since the 
calculated noise figure was 5 MeV per cell. The larger 

measured noise is partly due to insufficient charge 
collection as a result of the short electron lifetime. 
Ground problems also contributed to the noise. 

3.2.2. Space resolution 
The space resolution was determined with the help 

of NA48 prototype drift chambers [9] placed upstream 
of the calorimeter. For  this purpose the centre of 
gravity of the pulse-height distribution in the calorime- 
ter was compared to the track position from the cham- 
bers. Resulting distributions show a space resolution of 
510 Ixm for the x-coordinate (perpendicular to the 
foils) and 760 ~m for the y-coordinate (in foil direc- 
tion) for 120 GeV particles. For  20 GeV beam energy 
the space resolution was 990 ~xm for the x-coordinate 
and 1360 txm for the y-coordinate. 
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Fig. 8. Energy resolution as a function of beam energy. 
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Fig. 9. Time resolution of a single cell as a function of beam 
energy. 
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3.2.3. Time resolution 

The time resolution of the prototype calorimeter 
was derived from the Struck FADC-da ta  and combined 
with precise T D C  information (LeCroy 2228, 50 ps 
time resolution) on the trigger. The T D C  measured the 
phase between the trigger signal and the FADC-clock.  
Fig. 9 shows the time resolution obtained for a single 
cell as a function of the energy of the test beam. The 
time resolution is better  than 700 ps for energies above 
20 GeV. The difference in propagation delay of differ- 
ent cells was on average about 2 ns. 

4 .  C o n c l u s i o n  

The LKr prototype calorimeter has achieved the 
expected time and space resolution. We plan to im- 
prove the energy resolution during upcoming test runs. 
We will increase the electrical field to increase the 
electron drift velocity and to decrease recombination 
effects. Fur thermore,  the on-line purification of the 
liquid krypton will be improved to increase the elec- 
tron lifetime. 
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